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PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY

Flutter developer with 1 years of hands-on experience in building cross-platform mobile applications. Proficient in Dart
programming language and Flutter framework, with a solid understanding of mobile app development concepts and best
practices. 
 
Skilled in creating engaging user interfaces and seamless user experiences using Flutter's widget-based UI framework and
material design principles. Experienced in implementing state management solutions and optimizing app performance
for enhanced speed and responsiveness. 
 
Proven ability to work collaboratively in agile environments, contributing to all stages of the software development
lifecycle from ideation to deployment. Successfully delivered and maintained Flutter applications for various industries,
demonstrating adaptability and problem-solving skills. 
 
Passionate about exploring new technologies and continuously improving skills to stay abreast of industry trends.
Committed to delivering high-quality, scalable mobile solutions that meet client requirements and exceed user
expectations.

SKILLS

Flutter Dart Programming Language Flutter Framework UI/UX Design State Management

RESTful APIs Database Integration Debugging and Performance Optimization Problem-Solving Html

Css Android User Experience Design Figma knowledge Wordpress Python

EXPERIENCE

FLUTTER DEVELOPER,  Ahmedabad, Gujarat
Torbit Multisoft Pvt Ltd, January 2022-February 2023

Design app architecture, including app structure, data flow, state management, and UI/UX design.•
Write clean, maintainable, and efficient code using Dart programming language and Flutter framework to
implement app features and functionalities.

•

Bringing UI/UX designs to life by creating visually appealing and user-friendly interfaces using Flutter widgets and
custom components.

•

Integrating the mobile application with backend APIs, databases, and third-party services to fetch and update data
as needed.

•



Implementing efficient state management solutions such as getx to manage the app's state and ensure a smooth
user experience.

•

Optimizing app performance by reducing startup time, improving rendering performance, and optimizing memory
usage to provide a seamless user experience.

•

WORDPRESS DEVELOPER,  Ahmedabad, Gujarat
Freelancer, January 2019-April 2024

Designed website layouts and user interfaces according to client specifications.•
Developed and maintained websites using HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Wordpress(Elementor)•
Conducted usability tests on new features of the website to ensure quality assurance standards are met.•
Implemented responsive design techniques for optimal viewing experiences across multiple devices.•
Provided technical support when needed regarding any issues with existing WordPress websites.•
Integrated third-party services such as Google Analytics into WordPress websites.•

EDUCATION

DIPLOMA IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, Gandhinagar, Gujarat
Government Polytechnic Gandhinagar,  August 2021

COURSE IN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING, Income Tax
I.A.N.T,  May 2019

LANGUAGES

Hindi
Advanced

• English
Conversational

•

Gujarati
Advanced

•

PROJECTS

OneStay(Hotel Booking App) 
Padmavat(jewellery Order App) 
VBSFinCorp(Insurance Purchase Website) 
ViaSola(Import and Export Website)

POTFOLIO

https://meetdixit.com/


